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What is STEAM?

STEM (STEAM) is the manipulation of our natural 
world (science) through the engineering process, using 

mathematics as the tool for creation of the human 
made world (technology).

Buchanan Middle School

Vasquez, J. A. (2013). STEM lesson essentials, grades 3-8: Integrating science, technology, 
engineering, and mathematics. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.



Most Influential  Inventions 
• 10. The Wheel
• 9. The Nail
• 8. The Compass
• 7. The Printing Press
• 6. The Internal 
Combustion Engine

• 5. The Telephone
• 4. The Light Bulb & 
Electricity

• 3. Penicillin & Antibiotics
• 2. The Internet
• 1. Hypodermic Needle



STEM
• Critical thinking

• Problem solving 

• Integrates content areas

• Application of knowledge

• Deeper understanding

STEAM
• Creativity

• Expression

• Uniqueness

• Innovation

• Student Voice

VS



Most Likely To Succeed- High Tech High School

Application with a recognizable product



STEAM Literacy 
“The knowledge and understanding of science and mathematical concepts and 
processes required of personal decisions making participation in civic and 
cultural affairs and economic productivity.”

National Research Council-Successfully K-12 STEM Education: Identifying effective approaches in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics

“The goal for students in a STEM program is not to become scientist, engineers, 
technicians, or mathematicians, but for them to be able to work and thrive in our highly 
technological society.”
Vasquez, J. A. (2013). STEM lesson essentials, grades 3-8: Integrating science, technology, engineering, and mathematics. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

You are not teaching science concepts, You are not teaching math concepts, You are 
growing the connections between them (the students) and the real world.





The Paradigm Shift 



Content VS Concept
Moving to a concept way of thinking forces students 
to use deductive reasoning instead of inductive 
reasoning.

Information

InformationAnswer

Answer



Moving from Content to Concept 

• Content thinking the students are 
given information in isolation

• This creates student thinking of “I am 
bad at_________” 

• Encourage growth through being right 
and stifles innovation

• Concept thinking allows the students 
to experience several different contents 
at once 

• This creates a students thinking of 
“___________was a difficult problem”

• Encourages growth through failure 
and innovation



Integration continuum 

Less 
Integrated

More 
Integrated

Vasquez, J. A. (2013). STEM lesson essentials, grades 
3-8: Integrating science, technology, engineering, and 
mathematics. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.



Multidisciplinary or Thematic Integration

• One theme or idea is at 
the center of all lessons

• Each subject makes their 
standards or lessons fit in 
with the unit

• Aim to make a curriculum 
that is coherent for the 
learner

Theme

Science

Art

English

Math

Social 
Studies 

PE



Interdisciplinary Approach 
• Organized with common 

learning grouped together 
to emphasize the common 
connection

• Key concept becomes more 
important than the actual 
subject

• Many subjects can link 
together with one set of 
common concepts

Math Standards Science StandardsLINKING 
CONCEPT



Transdisciplinary Integration
• Organized around student’s 

questions and concerns with in 
standards and problem

• These are the big ideas that need to be 
covered in the lesson. Students drive 
how they are covered and learning 
objectives are what teachers instill in 
each student

• Enduring understandings are 
what students take away from 
the class. These are usually 
skills attached to knowledge

Problem

Learning 
Objectives 

Enduring 
Understandings



Building A Comprehensive 
STEAM Program



There Is No Magic Curriculum
• Most curriculum available to buy or for free falls short in one 

or more of the following ways:
• Not grade appropriate 

• To high or to low
• All activities but not content

• Does not address the why but just has student do activities or “labs”
• A modified core subject curriculum

• A math curriculum with some science 
• A science curriculum with some math

• No focus on the engineering design process 
• This is the foundation

• No writing component 
• Students have to be able to explain why or there is not connection for them



Consider The Following

Research Given pencils 
and paper

Writing mechanics

Huh?



The Foundation 
• We give students the technology, teach them how to use the tool, we teach them the 

content and then they don’t produce anything.

Tech. Tools How to use 
the tool

Content Knowledge

What Now?

WHY?



The Foundation 
• Students must have a foundation that shows them how to combine content knowledge 

and technology tools.  

• This foundation is the Engineering Design Process

How to think 
about problems

Engineering 
Design Process

Problem Solution
Tech. Tools How to use 

the tool

Content Knowledge



Prosper ISD 
Engineering 

Process



Make The Process Clear 
• When teaching the engineering design process make sure all students know where 

they are in the process

• It is not uncommon to spend a majority of time in the research/problem phase

• It can be as simple as have a phase bubble on your board next to your objective



Skill Teaching
• Lessons that teach content should 

be building the students skills

• The skills don’t have to be 
immediately apparent to the 
students, but when you reach the 
application make the skill recall 
apparent

• Instead of teaching multiplying of 
mixed numbers teach a skill that 
student will use. Teach the students 
how to find the square footage of a 
room with mix numbers.  



Skill Teaching
• Content should be integrated 

in the concepts being taught

• Teach the science and math 
content with in the problem or 
concept being taught

• Instead of teaching relative 
density or how to calculate 
density 

• Explore the concept why do 
light than air vehicles fly



Writing In STEAM
• One of the most 

important parts of 
STEAM is the writing

• Teaches technical writing 

• Reinforces expository 
writing

• Takes lessons from an 
“activity” to a meaningful 
experience

• Allows the teacher to see 
the learning of each 
student. 



Recap
• STEAM is application with a recognizable product

• The engineering design process is the foundation for any STEAM/STEM program

• When buying curriculum or getting it for free see if it is a true program or does it fall 
short

• Move from content to concepts (inductive thinking to deductive thinking)

• Move to a fully integrated curriculum 

• Learning should be in context of the problem



Questions?


